
Rotating your visor
to your needs.Very easy to install.

Just slide the clip into
your car’s visor.

180° Degrees

90° Degrees

Dear Customer
Thank you for purchasing the HD Day and Night Visor. Headlights, street lights, sunlight, reflected light... they can all cause dazzle, glare and 
impaired vision for drivers. The High Definition Day & Night Visor tackles the problem at its core by screening out UV rays and ambient blue 
light to reduce harsh glare and brighten your view. In fact it’s actually 2 visors in 1. The first visor filters out harsh sunlight, flare and reflected 
light during the day, whilst the second visor radically reduces dazzle and glare at night. Alternating between either visors is simply a matter of 
flipping them up and down. Simply clip-fit onto your visor, no tools required. With the glare reducing clarity and contrast you can only get from  
a high definition lens, it lets you see with greater clarity all the time. It’s less stressful, kinder to your eyes and safer too.  
Measurements: L30xW13cm

CAUTION AND MAINTENANCE
• Do not touch the visors with oily or dirty hands, fingerprints will easily show up obstructing your view. 
•  When installing your visor, gently push the edge of the visor to avoid damages to the unit.
•  If the visor becomes dusty, wipe clean with a gentle cloth or use a soft brush.

The black visor is for daytime use. The orange visor is mostly used at night time
but can also be used at daytime.

INSTALLING YOUR UNIT

DISPOSAL
• Please respect the environment! 
•  Dispose of the packaging according to the local recycling regulations. 
•  Dispose of the appliance at the end of its life span according to environmental considerations.

Please read carefully before use
and keep for future reference

EL6332 HD Day and Night Visor (Set of 2)
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

SEE MORE
CLEARLY,

DRIVE MORE
SAFELY

Support Line: 0303 031 0777
For more innovative products from Easylife please visit:  

www.easylifegroup.com
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